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IRC Hold Panel
Discussion on Hong Kong
by Stu Clark
Hong Kong, the British foothold on the shore of Communist
China, was the subject of panel
discussion and debate at the IRC
meeting held in the Durfee lounge
Wednesday evening.
Panel members were chosen
from those students at Hope who
have either visited Hong Kong,
lived there or were born there.
Mr. Irving Stolberg, representtative of the World University
Service and one-time visitor to
Hong Kong, served as moderator
of the discussion. Members of the
panel included John and Dirck
De Velder, Dora and Bob Lin and
Danny Bao.
Perhaps the two subjects which
received the most attention during the discussion were the vast
housing projects being put up in
Hong Kong by the British to
handle the great influx of r e f u gees from Communist China and
the attempts of government,
church and private organizations
to provide the large masses with

WAA Introduces
Coed Rec. Night
A Coed Recreation Night, featuring handball, ping pong, volleyball and badminton will be
held tomorrow night from 8:0011:00 p.m. a t the Carnegie gym.
The stag or date event, sponsored by the WAA, will offer a
broadcast of the Hope-Valparaiso basketball game as well as
refreshments.
There is no admission fee.

a primary education, food, clothing and the necessary medical
assistance to survive. These tasks
are proving to be difficult, to say
the least, due to both the size
of the population involved and
the low level of absolute poverty
and squalor in which these people
are accustomed to living.
If one needs a startling statistic to graphicaly demonstrate
the level at which some of these
people live, there is a section of
Hong Kong called the Walled
City of Kowloon in which 150,000
people live elbow to elbow day
in and day out. Estimates show
that 90 percent of these peasants
have active or latent tuberculosis.
There are an additional 300,000
who have no roof under which to
flle^p, but must sleep in the
streets.
To the eye of the tourist, however, Hong Kong is the city of
magnificent contrasts. There are
the bright, multi-colored night
lights, the colorful, ship-crowded
harbor surrounded by the majestic green and blue hued mountains and the romance of a continental atmosphere (for those
who can afford it!).
Following the discussion, slides
taken by Mr. Stolberg, the DeVelder brothers and Dr. Fried
were shown. After viewing them,
there was agreement with Dr.
Fried's statement • that Hong
Kong is "one of the most beautiful cities of the world.'*
Only one thought serves to detract from the grandiose beauty
of the spectacle and that thought
is of the two million under-fed
trapped refugees who must live
and die in "one of the most beautiful cities," as one of the audience said afterwards.

Friend Of Hope College,
Laura Boyd, Passes On
Services were held Wednesday
afternoon a t Hope Church for
Laura Alice Boyd, who died Sunday night in University Hospital,
Ann Arbor, where she had been
a patient f o r two weeks. She
had been living with Dr. Eva
VanSchaack at 250 College Ave.
Prior to her retirement in 1955,
Miss Boyd was a German professor at Hope for 34 years. She
served on the Student Direction
Committee and on the Administrative Committee. She was PanHellenic Board advisor.
In 1951, the Milestone was dedicated to her with the words, "We
feel that she represents the finest
result of Christian education and
we look to her as an inspiring
example to follow and to her
character as an ideal goal to attain."
Her retirement in 1955 was announced in the Alumni Magazine
with the assurance that "she will
never be retired from the hearts
and minds of the thousands of
students whose personalities hers
has touched."
Dr. Irwin Lubbers, President
of the College, in eulogizing Miss
Boyd and her large contribution
to the college, urged students and
faculty to attend the funeral. He

said that funerals are often for
mourning but that today "we
should rejoice" because of the
glorious life Miss Boyd lived.
Miss Boyd was an active mem-

X

MISS LAURA BOYD

ber of Hope Church, Daughters of
the American Revolution, Association of University Women, and
the Women's Literary Club.
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MAKING OF STUDENT-CRITICS—Dr. Cantelon leads a discussion with the men in Kollen Hall
Tuesday night. (Photo—Snyder)

Cantelon Condemns Moralism in Protestants,
Calls Christians to Constructive Purposes
by Paul Lucas
The. first part of the Spiritual
Life Series has come and gone.
What did the Chaplain of the
University of Southern California have to say to Hope students?
The impression which most
students received of Dr. Cantelon
v/as, of course, made during the
two special chapel services at
which he spoke. And it was clear
from his first words on that Dr.
Cantelon was not one to spend
time amusing his audience.
His main point Tuesday morning, namely, that it is the task
of the modern Christian in both
his intellectual and personal life
to construct and not to take apart,
to analyze only to synthesize into a meaningful whole, was presented in a largely intellectual
and straightforward manner.
His second address centered
around the picture of Christ as
a "servant - critic," who came to
serve men but also to criticize the
society which he saw about him.
Applying this idea to the Christian college in relationship to the
church and state. Dr. Cantelon
saw the college ideally as an "independent locus of criticism," the
pawn of neither church nor state,
but the servant and critic of both.
. What Does He Believe?
This writer was among those
who attended Dr. Cantelon's discussion session held Tuesday
night at Kollen. His answers to
the many questions put to him
there shed some light upon the
theological position which he
takes. (Dr. Cantelon is a Presbyterian.)
His concept of salvation is that
of "wholeness" — only in this
way does man become complete,
no longer alienated from God and
his fellow man, but "open" to
them both.
Condemning the moralism he
found prevalent in much of Protestantism today, Dr. Cantelon
asserted t h a t "moralism is really
nothing more than a form of egocentricity, the exact opposite of
Christianity, which is an openness to God and man, and a loving of one's fellow as he is."
He likewise saw no value in
doctrinal sectarianism, noting
that "we are saved by God and
not by doctrine."
In general, one could not fail

/ft—keMvn,
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to be impressed by the real grasp
of modern theological questions
and desire for intellectual honesty in the Christian faith which
Dr. Cantelon evidenced.
"We should not have to check
our brains at the door before we
enter a church," he said. "Nor

can I ask a USC student to believe that God once stopped the
earth so that Joshua's army could
kill a few more enemies in daylight; I can only ask him to believe that Christ is the revelation
of the love of God, our means to
grasp true Being."

99

Read "Lord of the Flies
Discussion to Develop
An all-campus discussion on
William Golding's contemporary
novel Lord of the Flies will take
place in Winants Auditorium on
Dec. 7 at 8:00 p*m.
„ Five student - led discussion
groups will simultaneously treat
the book from various points of
view, each moderator focusing on
the aspect of the novel which r e lates to his particular major field.
They have been assisted by five
faculty members.
Discussion leaders are;
Jim Michmerhuizen, senior, advised by Mr. Prins, focusing on
the literary aspects and symbolism; Dale Wyngarden, junior, advised by Dr. Barlow, on the sociological implications of the novel; Tom Wombwell, junior, advised by Dr. Utzinger, on its
philosophy.
Dr. Granberg has assisted Peg
Nyboer, senior, in her discussion
of the psychological outlook of

Lord of the Flies; Jack Jenner,
senior, advised by Rev. Jentz, will
discuss the theological problems
Refreshments will follow the
discussion.
According to Lynne Adams,
vice preseident of the Student
Council, fraternities and sororities are urged to make this event
their literary meeting for the
evening.
It was suggested by Council at
a chapel service Qct. 11 that
students read Lord of the Flics
as an effort to promote an intellectually stimulating all-campus
activity. Golding's recent (1954)
allegorical novel was chosen for
its literary significance—in the
year of its appearance it was
named Outstanding Novel of the
[Year—and its relevance to a
modern college student, said Miss
Adams.
(See review on page four)

Union to Go Tri-Semester
ACP—Union College, Schenectady, New York, may replace
the 150-year-old two-semester
system in the fall of 1963 with a
trimester system.

In the two 14-week periods the
students would take four courses.
During the six-week periods the
students would concentrate on
one course, for which they would
receive a full year's credit.

The college newspaper, Concordiensis, said the plan under
consideration was unlike other
trimester systems, such as Dartmouth's which has the year
equally divided. The Union College program would have two 14week terms, divided by three sixweek terms running from the end
of Christmas vacation to February 15.
. ..
..-~

President Carter Davidson said
this system would eliminate the
burden of carrying five courses
and would permit the student to
concentrate more intensively on
each subject. He said the program also would do away with
the relatively unproductive period between Christmas and midsemester, which is devoted to r e views and exams.
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Kollen Board Reorganized;

Topic of Meeting

Aims At 'Community living'
by Chuck Menning
To what degree do we^ as students, have the right to govern
ourselves in a college community?
This is one of the main questions with which the Kollen Hall
Dorm Board has been wrestling
this year. In past years the Dorm
Board, made up of the resident
advisors plus the elected representatives from each wing of Kollen Hall, has been decidedly weak.
In fact, its only real function
seemed to be a judiciary one,
with a certain amount of doubt
as to whether the Board could
even enforce its decisions.

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY

One Place to go for
PORTRAITS
PICTURE FRAMES
CAMERAS
PROJECTORS
FILMS
PHOTO FINISHING
•
Wo Give S&H Green Stamps

Phone EX 2 - 2 6 6 4
7 West 8th St. Holland

This year, however, the Dorm
Board has been reorganized in an
effort to bring a greater sense
of "Community living" to the
men's dorm. In essence, the function of the Board has been shifted from a rather negative critical
emphasis to a more positive a t tempt to involve each man in
a community "home away from
home."
The members of the Kollen
Hall Dorm Board this year are:
Dave Dunn, Mike Snyder (secret a r y ) , Rog Burgess, Dave Bolhuis (president). Chuck Christiansen, Jim Bultman, Chuck
Menning (treasurer), Sam Tomlinson, Gary Nederveld, Neil
Goodrich, Dick Vander Borgh,
Paul Hyink, John Kieft and Dick
Elzinga.
Fun and Popcorn
In an effort to make life at
Kollen Hall more enjoyable, this
Board has, among other things,
been able to get rulings allowing
the men to make popcorn in their
rooms, and to put pictures and
other papers on the walls, using
special adhesives. The Board is
now even looking into the possibility of a community TV a n tenna for the great crowd of
dorm men owning TV sets.
Another innovation is the identification of each wing with special names, such as the third floor
B-wing "Animal Farm." These
wings battle it out (in various
organized sports such as football, basketball, volleyball, pinochle, chess and tennis) for
points toward a sports trophy.
The winner of the fall sports,

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

IL FORNO
Gourmet Table

Open Daily Except Monday — 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

—also specializing in—

IL FORNO PIZZA
"The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing"
•

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

•

• Private Parties • Banquets • Receptions

HOTEL SAUGATUCK
Saugatuck, Mich.

CONCESSIONS IN THE DORM—To raise money to be spent on
some equipment such as a pool table, Men's House Board has sold
refreshments each week in Kollen Hall (Photo—Snyder)
wing I-A, went to a swim party
at West Ottawa High School,
and a similar reward will go
to the wing which accumulates
the most points by the end of the
year.
Autonomy—How Much?
However, in attempting to better conditions at Kollen Hall, the
Board has had to face the question of how much authority it
can assume in doing what is necessary or worthwhile. In order
words, to what degree can we
run the show for ourselves ?
The Dorm Board receives its
authority from the students who
elect i t Any discipline it finds
necessary should, ideally, come
from a student realization that
only through the observation of
certain necessary regulations can
the peaceful existence of all be
maintained.
However, since this is only an

Get Certificates
Mr. Phillip Van Eyl, instructor
in psychology, was recently certified as a Psychological Examiner in the State of Michigan
under Certification Act 257 of the
Public Acts of 1959.
Dr. Robert F. De Haan, head
of Hope's psychology department, was previously certified
under the same act as Consulting
Psychologist, and has in addition
been a member of th6 Advisory
Committee of the Michigan Psychologist Registration Act.
Dr. Lars Granberg was certified by the State of California.

ideal, the Board must somehow
enforce its ruling. In the past,
Boards either could or would only
threaten, and consequently lacked power. This year violations
incur not only the wrath of the
Dorm Board, but also are likely
to bring punishment to students
by the loss of cold cash.
Violators Fined
For example, 'Violations of
conditions conducive to academic
achievement will carry a fine
ranging from 50 cents to $1.50,
the amount up to the discretion
of the Resident Advisor and depending on the nature of the violation." In other words, "Shut up
or pay up."
Some of the coins come rolling
in (it has become common practice to pay fines in pennies).
Where does it go? "Funds so
collected will be used for Kollen
Hall recreational and social improvement."
However, even the fines don't
fill the coffers sufficiently to get
such recreational equipment as
the students would like to have,
such as pool tables or muscle
building equipment.
"Social Improvements"
As a result, the Dorm Board
has been selling cider and hot
dogs each Thursday in an effort
to raise funds. Not only does this
bring in the coins, but the invitation to the women to attend the
dorm from 9:00-10:00 p.m. comes
under the "social improvement"
category. In addition, the Dorm
Board recently lit a fire in the
first-floor
study room (in the
fireplace, naturally), carted in a
stereo, sold cocoa and doughnuts
and generally attempted to better
inter-dorm relations.

Holland Illustrative Photography

DRY CLEANING
20%
DISCOUNT
CASH & CARRY
TROUSERS — PLAIN SKIRTS —SWEATERS

59c Cash & Carry

'

'

at Nat'I Council

Psych Profs

• • RESTAURANT • •

Fine Foods

'

SENIOR PORTRAITS
535 Douglas Avenue

Two members of the Hope Collego staff will attend a three-day
natiohal conference of the Council on Student Travel at the Hotel
Biltmore, New York City, Dec.
5-7..
Attending will be Dr. John
Hollenbach, vice president of the
college, and Dr. Paul Fried, history department chairman and
director of Hope's Vienna Summer School. > *More than 400 administrators
and scientists in the field of educational exchange will be represented a t the conference. U.S.
Attorney General Robert Kennedy will give the keynote address on Wednesday afternoonn.
Both Dr. Hollenbach and Dr.
Fried will participate in the
workshop's sessions on "Evaluation of Overseas Program—What
Should be Their Impact on the
Campus, the Community, and the
Nation?"
The format of the workshop
has been adopted to enable administrators to work f o r the solution of mutual problems in the
field of educational exchange. Individual workgroups will consider
Africa, Latin America, the USSR
programs abroad for high school
students and short-term programs in the U.S. f o r students
from abroad.
Dr. Fried has been a member
of the Council's Board of Directors f o r the past two years and a t
this convention will serve on the
nominations committee for the
election of new board and executive committee members of the
council.

Awards Available
for Gibbs School
Two national scholarships for
college senior women are offered
for 1963-64 by the Katherine
Gibbs School. These awards were
established in 1935 as a memodial to Mrs. Gibbs, founder and
first president of the school.
Each scholarship consists of
full tuition ($935) for the secretarial training course, plus an
additional cash award of $500,
totaling $1,435. The winners may
select any one of four Gibbs
schools f o r their training—Boston, New York, Montclair, or
Providence.
s
chosen by the
( Winners are
Scholarship Committee on the
basis of college academic record
personal and character qualifications, financial need and potentialities for success in business.
Each college or university may
recommend two candidates, and
each candidate must have this
official endorsement. Students
who may be interested in competing f o r one of these awards
may obtain full information from
the college placement bureau.

EX 4-4972
ss

TED JUNGBLUT Jr.
JUST CALL!
WHY WALK?

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant
205 River Avenue

EX 6 - 5 6 3 2

HOT PIZZAS

EX 2-2894
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I
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Controversy Boils in Denver

Senior Students to Vie
For Loveman Lib. Award

A\

Over Sexual Freedom & Morals
An editorial comment on sexual freedom for unmarried coeds
brought two quick opposing replies in letters to The Denver
Clarion, University of Denver.
The Denver, Colorado, newspaper editorial said, in part;
? >

,

Little Theatre
to Present Drama
of 'Winterset?
Little Theatre is preparing to
i produce Maxwell
Anderson's
Winterset. David Karsten is directing, with James DeYoung
technical director. This three-act
drama centers around a young
man, Mio, who is seeking the
truth about the crime for which
his father died. He falls in love
with Miriamne, whose brother
Garth was a factor in the crime.
The action takes place in a tenement in New York, in a single
evening in which the young man
learns what he must know; that
he came there "seeking light in
darkness, running from the dawn,
and stumbling on a morning."
Cast members include Dirck de
Velder as Trock; Don Kardux,
Shadow;
Doug
McCullough,
Garth; Carol Kuyper, Miriamne;
Jim Howell, Esdras; Sue Hitt and
Kathy Lenel, girls; Lew Scudder,
Gaunt; B. J . Berghorst, Mio; Cal
Fiala, Carr; Wes Nykamp, Lucia; Betsy Nykamp, Piny; Larry
Haverkamp, Sailor; John Crozier,
Radical; Bob Dun ton, Sergeant;
Mary Ten Pas and Jane Woodby,
little girls.
Crew hands are Carol Douma
and Nancy Rees, stage managers; Tom Costing, assistant stage
manager; Virginia Mortensen,
lighting; Betsy Nykamp, makeup; Jan Blom, costumes; Mel Andringa, sound; J a n e Woodby, properties; James Schaap, publicity
and tickets; Marge Krieger, business manager.
Tickets may be obtained in the
Little Theatre, telephone 6-4611,
in the dormitories, or in Van
Raalte lobby. Reservations must
be picked up ten minutes before
time for the performance. Win?
terset will be given on Dec. 5,
0, 7, and 8. The Wednesday and
Thursday showings will be at
7:30 p.m. with a 75 cent student
fee Wednesday night, and the
Friday and Saturday showing at
8:30 p.m.

. . Today's nice girl is well
aware of the advantages and disadvantages of pre-marital sexual relations. She knows that any
contraceptives are safe and effective. And she knows that any
advice pertaining thereto is as
close as her doctor.
"We believe that sex is a perfectly natural function of the
human body. We believe, too, that
the • decision as to whether or
not sex shall be participated in
is one that is—and, indeed, must
—be purely personal. ,,
William E. Rhodes, university
chaplain, agreed that sex is a
natural and good thing and
jphould not be approached in a
hush-hush,
prudish
Victorian
primness, and that adolescents
and adults should have full access
to all facts in the matter.
"However," this letter to the
editor continued, "I suggest that
a couple of facts be added to the
discussion and then an opinion
or two;
"(1) When last heard from,
the State of Colorado had certain
laws which require a license before cohabitation.
"(2) The Florence Crittenden
Home is populated with young
ladies who thought they knew
what they were doing.
"(2a) Quite a number of children attending nearby public
schools are in busy existence because their parents thought
(often a f t e r quite a few years of
marriage) that they, too, had
fool-proof knowledge about contraception.
"(3) For imaginative, sensitive and purposive homo sapiens,
postponing sexual intimacies until aften open, proud and comfortable union (marriage) is 'doing what comes natcherly*. That
is, sex is a natural act, but like
a number of other natural acts—
for example, laughing, weeping
and fighting—it has f o r human
beings preferred times and places
which heighten meaning and
power of the act."

Pago I

For the second year, the $1,000
Amy Loveman National Award
is being offered to a college senior who has collected an outstanding personal library. Established in 1962, the annual award
is sponsored by The Book-of-theMonth Club, the Saturday Review, and The Women's National
Book Association.

DR. H.V. COSTING, a Hope
graduate of 1925 and now
chairman of the biology department at Duke University, was on campus this past
week to meet old friends, and
to try and interest some Hope
biology majors in Dnke University and a project of Dr.
Costing's. (Photo— Snyder)

A panel, including representatives of the sponsors, a nationally known college or university
librarian, and an author, critic
or book collector, will decide the
winner.
Campus chairmen, after selecting a local winner, are asked to
submit nominations of senior students for the national award.
A collection of not less than 35
books will be considered. The
student must present an annotated bibliography and personal
commentary of his present col-

The Amy Loveman National
Award was established in memory of the late associate editor
of Saturday Review, who was
also a judge for the Book-of-the
Month Club as well as a member
of the Women's National Book
Association and winner of their
Award. A prominent figure in
journalism. Miss Loveman was
especially interested in broadening the individual horizons of
young people.

HOLLAND

H O L L A N D • P H O N E EX 2 - 2 6 53

N O W ! ENDS
OPEN 6:30 -

WED.

SHOW 7 P.M.

Speaking Contest To Include Hope
Saturday, Dec. 1, the Michigan
Intercollegiate Speech League
will conduct the annual Extempore Speaking Contest at Michigan State University.
Hope plans to send an entry
for each of the contests. Coach
M. H. Mikle reports. Saturday

morning preliminary contests
'will be held for the men and
women entered; the finals will be
Saturday afternoon. Each speaker draws a topic to speak on,
then is given one hour to prepare.
The general topic will be LatinAmerican relations.

MARGRET'S
Sportswear
Casual Wear
• • Party Dresses
Lakewood Shopping Plaza, 224 N. River Ave.
Open "Thursday through Friday Evening
for Your Convenience"

REQUIEM

HEAVYWEIGHT
Wiflnbr

Piakittdbr

ROD SERLING • DAVID SUSSKIND

FOR YOUR
NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS
TRY

BORRS
BOOTERY

W restling Matches

FRENCH CLOAK

Raise Funds at
EMU for Scholars

Petti & College Town
Sportswear

Exclusively O u n

SHOWN AT 7:30 - 9:30

COLLEGE G R A D U A T E S
TRAINING PROGRAMS LEADING TO
INTERESTING CAREER POSITIONS
OFFERED BY
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
STARTING ANNUAL SAURIES
$ 5 , 4 2 8 . 8 0 and $ 5 , 7 2 1 . 1 2

Van Raalte's Restaurant

AREAS:
ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYSIS
LAND APPRAISAL
CHEMISTRY
LIBRARY SCIENCE
ECONOMIC RESEARCH
MATHEMATICS
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING
PAROLE and PROBATION
FORESTRY
PERSONNEL METHODS
GAME & FISH Biology
PERSONNEL Technical Processing
GEOLOGY
PHYSICS
HIGHWAY PLANNING
PROPERTY APPRAISING
INSTITUTIONAL Management
PSYCHIATRIC Social Work
INSURANCE EXAMINING
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOMETRICS
RIGHT of WAY BUYING
Michigan Civil Service is now recruiting applicants for Its
current examination program. Trainee positions involving
on-the-job development programs will be filled from this
examination.
Applicants must be college graduates by September 1,1963.
Variations in majors required according to class. Applicants
must submit transcripts of their college credits with their
applications where indicated on the announcement.
Write for applications for examination before DECEMBER
17, 1962, to the MICHIGAN CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
LANSING 13, MICHIGAN, an equal opportunity employer.

Zeeland

BENEFITS AVAILABLE
TO STATE OF MICHIGAN EMPLOYEES:

Ypsilanti—The Association for
Extra - Curricular Scholarship
and Grant Funds a t Eastern
Michigan University recently
sponsored a professional wrestling match to raise funds.
The scholarship fund is used to
provide financial assistance to
those participating in extra-curricular activities who have at
least a 2.5 academic average. The
fund also assists freshmen with a
3.0 high school average who plan
to participate in extra-curricular
activities a t EMU.

lection. The deadline for nomination is April 30th.

30 East 8th Street
EX 2-9006
Use Our Convenient
Lay-Away Plan

PERSONALITY
BEAUTY SALON
4 4 W . 10th Street
EX 2-2828
W e Feature Fasfilom For
Co-Eds

Complete Dinners
Banquets for 20 - 300
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDS!

(Special Dinners for 95c)

Pay rates In line with those of other employees.
Regular salary increases.
Transfer and promotional opportunities.
State contributory insurance program.
Longevity pay.'
Liberal annual and sick leave provisions. (Payment of 50%
of sick leave on retirement or death. No limit on sick
leave accrual.)
Unemployment compensation.
>
Excellent retirement plan including social security benefits.

PARKtt

H O L L A N D • P H O N E EX 4 - 4 2 7 4

N O W !

ENDS

SAT

JOSEPH E. LEVINE prMtnts

CORNEL WILDE
BELINDA [EE

GONSfANTINE
• I,™EtROSS
CHRISTINE
MJFMANN

•EASTMANCOLOR

AjMinw

I

AKMUHMMNPICTUIC

MONDAY NITE
NOTE: The Blue Ribbon Shows
that have been showing on
Tuesday nite has been changed
to Monday nite from now on.
SHOWS AT 7 P.M. and 9 P.M.
"Magnificently
m a d e and a c t e d . . .
powerfully
plausible...
vivid a n d a l i v e . "
—Crowthw, N. Y. Timtt
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American Examines U. S. Image,
Listens To Nigerian Viewpoint
(Editor's note: This is the final
article of a three-part series by
Bob Jaehnig, Holland's Community Ambassador to Nigeria. In the
first article, entitled <*What It's
Like," he dealt with physical conditions in the country; part two,
"What They're Like," described
the people and their attitudes and
peculiarities. Part three, "What
We're Like," reverses the perspective, giving a Nigerian view
of the average American.)
by Bob Jaehnig'
It's no new idea that distance
frequently lends new perspective
to a problem; sometimes the f a r ther away you get from a problem, situation, or even a person,
the better you can understand
things and place them in their
proper relationship, or at least
see them under a diflferent light.
It's also true that distance frequently, in fact, almost invariably,
makes for misunderstanding between peoples, if the space between is never traversed and no
face-to-face meeting takes place.
. Related Benefits ,
So it is not surprising that the
summer in Nigeria produced two
related benefits: the chance to get
acquainted with, and begin to understand, the people of a nation
different f r o m our own, and, more
important here, the chance to observe (and hopefully, to influence)
how we appear to those same
people.
Previous articles dealt with observation on the country and the
people, describing physical and
social conditions. But a review of
the summer would not be complete without some mention of
how the average thinking Nigerian understands, or misunderstands, Americans.
He thinks this:
"Americans are difficult to understand on questions of social
problems, such asT race relations.
The American Peace Corps peo-

ple show little or no prejudice toward black people; unlike the
British or other European white
people, Americans are quite willing to take off their shirts, get
their hands dirty, and work right
along with our people on their
projects here. But what happens
in America? What is wrong in
O x f o r d , Mississippi, Albany,
Georgia, or Montgomery, Alabama? Why can't the American
Negroes vote? Why can't they
ride in the same buses or use the
same schools? What is the real
American attitude—that of the
Peace Corpsmen, or is it the discrimination we hear of in the
news each day? What are we to
think of this?
Misinformed
. "Americans are terribly misinformed," he thinks. "They are
supposed to have the highest
standard of living in the world,
but this is hard to see in their education. Most of them don't even
know where Nigeria is, or how
big it is, or what our people are
like. They prefer to think of us
as a land of barbarians and cannibals running around naked in
the bush, rather than as an organized nation with a democratic
government, modern industries,
farms, buildings, automobiles, and
many other advances which they
also have. They are easy to scare
with talk of animals and beasts,
and you'd think they never saw a
spider or lizard in their lives!
He thinks "Americans are reactionaries. They see the omnipresent, insidious influence of
Communism behind practically
every world-view or f r a m e of
mind but their own. They have
such a pathological fear of any
suggestion or movement not obviously in their own best interests, that they are practically
paralyzed in their dealings with
neutral peoples.
"This results in an attitude
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that looks very much like selfishness, and is, in any case, hardly
rational. Americans get greatly
worked up over the presence of
some Communist military installations on a single island 90 miles
from their coast, but feel it is
fine to maintain a ring of nuclearmissle bases around the Soviet
Union,
"Americans are continually
feuding with the Russians and
East Germans," he ponders, "over
their 'rights' in Berlin, 100 miles
behind the E a s t German boundary.
Here in Africa they are easily
intimidated by Kwame Nkrumah
of Ghana into giving him millions
of dollars in aid, practically every
time he threatens to turn to the
U.S.S.R. f o r it. Yet Nkrumah is
a dictator, something Americans
claim to hate.
"Ghana," he recalls, "has only
five or six million people in it,
while Nigeria, which has nearly
50 million but makes less noise
v/fl the international scene, is
practically ignored by the U.S.
Even the American's inconsistencies have inconsistencies, and
their involvement in the "Cold
W a r " is the funniest thing since
Albert Schweitzer caught malaria."

LORD OF THE FLIES by William Gelding, (G.P. Putnam's sons,
1959, $1.25), is a novel of violence, viciousness, and vorticism which
has as its theme the evil nature of man as symbolized by children.
The novel abounds in ambivalent imagery which cloaks primitivism
and atavism.
by Professor Henry ten Hoor
Writing a formal review of
Lord of the Flies for the Hope
College student body would be
carrying coals to Newcastle. It
is pretty much a do-it-yourself
novel. Everyone knows what it
means from the last paragraph
but one, where the theme is very
plainly stated: the loss of innocence, the darkness of man's
heart, the rejection of intelligence. If someone wants to know
more than this, the Epstein notes
are handy in the back of the
volume. There is little of importance that hasn't been said.
However, if we plan to discuss
the novel in some detail among
ourselves, we might ask ourselves some of the following
questions.
As an adventure story is it
absorbing and exciting, as it
should be ?

t

Columnists' Opinions

Chapel Roster
. Monday, December 3
Rev. William Hilmert, Dean of
Men
nr
r - Tuesday, December 4
A CEREMONY OF CAROLS by
Benjamin Britten, contemporary
English composer, will be presented by the Women's Choir
under the direction of Anthony
Kooiker. Lauralee Campbell of
East Lansing, a graduate of the
Eastman School of Music, will
be guest harpist for the composition, which was originally written for women's voices. The candlelight processional will be the
plainsong "Hodie Christus Natus
E s t / ' Soloists participating are
Ann Gardner, Betty Smith, Barbara Turinskyi P a t Van As, Phyllis Yeager, and Mary Beth Ziesenitz.
Wednesday, December 5
Meditation on Psalm 46
Paul Swets
Thursday/ December 6
ftev. Gordoil Van Oostenburg
Pastor,, Trinity Reformed Church
Friday, December 7
Giffdpn Van. Oostenburg

poser of remarkable and astoundr
ingly original genius. His variations are a slapdash and flamboyant hodgepodge of brassband oompah and high-voltage
harmony. Altogether an outrageously funny and thoroughly
enjoyable work. Ives' muse had,
I am sure, stringy hair and goat
feet, and probably in off hours
sold balloons and whistled f a r and
wee in the mud-luscious springtime.
»
•
•
And then there was Thanksgiving. The dinner was enormous,
of course. The big folks on one
end of the table and the little
ones on the other; and the only
thing wrong, from my .flfteenyeaivold brother's point of view,
was that he was still classified as
a little one, and had to sit in a
small chair and eat with ten-yearold Robin, and Dawn who is even
younger. Not to mention a vast
number of moppets indistinguishable from one another. He muttered to himself throughout the
meal.
And now Christmas is practically over too. The toy manufacturers are probably working on
Easter bunnies by this time, r
Within the next decade the
makers of Christmas decorations
are going to realize the enormous
market lying untapped on the college campus. They will begin big
advertising campaigns, and it will
follow as a matter of course t h a t
Christmas will come to college.
Fools that we are, we'll buy their
economical, re-usable plastic popcorn strings and decorate all the
pine trees in the grove. Etc. .Students , strangled by tincel anacondas and cVejJe-paper boa constribtbrs in the halls.
Yes, my children, there really
is a Santa Claus; And ! am tempted to add, ^ o d forgive U f c ^ t

Is it convincing as a story
about children? Do they act and
react as you would expect them
to, or do you feel that Golding
is more interested in delivering
a "message" than in creating
real people? Does Ralph's disillusionment, for instance (for
on one level this is an apprenticeship novel), follow a psychologically realistic pattern?
As an allegorical or symbolic
tale, what are the significances
of the m a i n ' characters and
events? It is clear that Piggy
represents intelligence and that
Jack and Ralph represent typical
official reaction to it. But what
of Simon? Is there any clue
to his significance in the fact
that he is consistently associated
with religious • images ? It is
Simon who goes off into the wilderness by himself, finds his own
chapel complete with candles and
incense, has a revelation about
the nature of the lord of the
flies, discovers the nature of "the
beast," and emerges from the
wilderness with the good news
only to be murdered by his companions.
Ralph, Piggy, and Simon, although they are sympathetic
characters, all have weaknesses
and shortcomings. What do these
inadequacies mean allegorically ?
Most of Golding's symbols are
ambivalent. What double meanings does he seem to intend with
the f r u i t t h a t is so available on
the island, the eating of pig
meat, the fire, the rape of Piggy's
spectacles, the conch shell, the
naval officer who appears briefly
in the final episode?

m

Michmerhuizen Scrutinizes
Concert, National Holidays
by Jim Michmerhuizen
There was an organ recital by
E. Power Biggs, and then there
was Thanksgiving. Both were
mostly good and a little bad.
Biggs raced through the Bach
G Minor Fantasia and Fugue as if
he were on roller skates. He did
not so much "play" as "do" the
work, like a tourist "doing" Rome
in a day. The Bach came just
before intermission, though; perhaps there were extra-musical
reasons f o r the speed and flippancy of Biggs' performance.
The Ives "Variations on America" made the evening worthwhile, however. Ives was a com-

Evil?
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There is evidence that Golding
sometimes borrows device or idea
from other writers. Where do you
suppose he got the idea for the
parachutist whom he calls "the
beast from the air"? Golding
seems to say that the children
cf the story make a hell of their
heavenly island because they refuse to be sensible. Who has
made this observation before?

L.'OQ

Would Calvin
Golding's thesis?
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Weekend Social Chatter
by Carrfe Timkovich
OMICRON KAPPA EPSILON The men of Omicron
Kappa Epsilon ^re pleased to announce the following new members of the Fraternal Society: Chris
Buys, Bill Fuge, Dave Baas, P a t Eaman, Tom De
Kuiper, Jim Lemmerz, Pete Bauer, Doug Cook, J o e .
Kusak, Lee DeWitt, Jack Buteyn, Bob White, Dutch
Poppink, Dale Kaper, Al Smith, Tom Connolly,
Chuck Klomparens, Bill Hill, Bob Wilson, Chris
Miller, Bob Schantz, 4 Mike Vanden Heuvel, Gary
Teall, Bill Keur, Bob Cronk, Bill Hultgren, Bruce
Elenbaas, Byron Hopma, Jim Bouwman, Bill Potter
and Terry Carlson.
Congratulations to Ken Quakkelaar, elected captain of next year's football team; to Jim Wiegerink,
selected football's most valuable player and elected
to the All-MIAA team; and to Jon Schoon, elected
to the All-MIAA team.
SIGMA SIGMA Two weeks ago the Sigma Sigma
sorority formally initiated its pledges in a very
impressive ceremony. By candlelight. Pres. Lois
Hollander lead the ceremony with Donna Davis
reading an -appropriate selection. Refreshments
were served afterwards in the sorority room.
. Plana for a spaghetti dinner on Nov. 30 are being completed.
.
KAPPA. DELTA CHI After sporting new camelcolored sorority outfits and gold-and-white sorority
pins Friday, Nov. 16, Kappa Chi's attended a,lit.
meeting. Nancy Herlein showed slides of her "Siimn^ertime Service".as housemother of Indian girls
at the Winnebago Indian Mission in Iowa.
Monday, Nov. 1,9, Kappa Chi members join-

ed other sorority and fraternity members in the
local Muscular Dystrophy canvass.
Bev Brown and Jane Zwemer, co-chairmen of the
Winter formal, are making preliminary plans.
Congratulations to Lin J u n g and Ron Venhuizen
(Cosmo) on their pinning.
KAPPA BETA PHI Following a business meeting
in the Carley Room • of the library, Dorians Sue
Mooy and Carol Boersma presented a program of
slides taken in Mexico, where the two girls traveled last summer.
The Dorian sisters would like to thank the new
actives for their pledge gift, a rug for the sorority
room and slippers f o r each active.
Congratulations to Mary Beth Ziesenitz on her
engagement.
DELTA PHI A t the last lit meeting, "Delphi's in
Vienna," Jam Blom, Moogie Iperlaan, Joanie Diephuis, Junia Dalman, Mary Klein, Barb Walvoord,
Sharon Cady and Marty Spaan shared their experiences, souvenirs, and slides with other Delphi's.
Delphi's also extend their best wishes to Hope
Bekkering, recently pinned to Rick Brandsma.
(Emersonian)
ALPHA GAMMA PHI - CHI PHI SIGMA Friday
night the Alpha Phi's and the Arkies held a joint
meeting, in Winants Auditorium. Arkie Skip Watrous gave the humor paper and Alpha Phi Gail
Harrington the serious paper. Following the singing of Alpha Phi's and the Arkie's song, the Arcadians invited their sister sorority to the house for refreshments.
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ANCHOR
MAIL
Responsible letters, regardless
of opinion, are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to e d i t

Controversy
"Making use of the rather simplified possible
channels of communication, (the small college)
can keep the entire faculty and student body
informed and stimulated," said Allan O. Pfinister, University of Michigan associate professor of higher education, last week, in a speech
at the U of M.

Thank You
Open letter to the students and
staff at Hope College from the
yTriennial Committee, National
Department of Women's Work.
The Triennial Committee met
in final session to evaluate the
meeting held on your campus,
April 4 to 6. Among the comments that appeared on the evaluation sheet were: tremendous
Triennial — stirring speakers —
magnificent program — stimulating discussion — fellowship in
action — delightful attention to
details — constant courtesy —
joyful service — true Christian
hospitality. As the Committee
studied the reports we were
overwhelmed with gratitude and
resolved to make public recognition to you, the students and
staff of Hope College for the
large contribution you made to
the Triennial.
To you "second-mile" students
who not only turned over your
rooms to strangers but turned
strangers into friendly guests by
thoughtful notes of welcome, we
say "Thanks and thanks again."
To student and staffer who
blended the night into the dawn
so t h a t no request was too large
to be accomplished promptly and
no detail too small to receive
your courteous attention, we are
most grateful.
You lived your faith. You gave
added impetus to a large group
of women who for three days
"moved like a mighty army" on
your campus. They have now r e turned to their home churches
and to each one the words "Hope
College" are synonymous with
Christians compelled by joy to
serve.
(Mrs. Robert) Ruth Dickson
For the Committee

'Exodus'
The front page article in the
Nov. 20 issue of the anchor is so
replete with serious factual errors that it is difficult to understand how these missionaries,
the Joneses, can be so misinformed.
' The first part contains t h e
statement "The Joneses have
spent the last 15 years working
with Arab refugees in Israel."
Obviously Arab refugees would
not be in Israel, but rather confined behind barbed wire in the
various Arab countries surround-

Coming
Events

The small college does have the advantage
of being a community of scholars in which all
points of view can be heard, and heard quickly,
if it is an institution worth its salt. News travels almost spontaneously on a small campus
such as Hope's. The bind is that news and ideas
become distorted as they travel from one person to another. This distortion is like the old
parlor game of "telephone."
The main controversy, which has had its distortions this fall among the faculty and students, has been the foreign films—not dancing.
Student Council, apathy, politics, books or religion. The controversy which requires critical
thinking, intellectual tension and free speech
is good; the distortions and polemics which
accompany the distortions are bad.
The academic community should be the upholder of free speech for several reasons. As
Socrates said in 399 B.C.: "The sun could as
easily be spared from the universe as free
speech from society. Life that is not tested by
discussion is not worth living." As pointed out
in a forthcoming Reader's Digest article on the
history of free speech, the Athenians condemned Socrates for "corrupting the youth
with ideas."

ing Israel. The author might well
have asked why these unfortunate people have virtually been
imprisoned by their Arab brethren who refuse to permit their
absorption in the economic life
of Egypt, Jordon, Syria, etc.
The novel Exodus, by Leon
Uris was, interestingly enough,
deeply resented by many knowledgeable Israelis. They felt that
the novel was over-dramatic, that
the characters were more heroic
than any living person could ever
be. The Israeli government did
not hire Mr. Uris to write the
novel, nor were they particularly
grateful to him for having portrayed them in such stilted fashion.
The statement is made that the
Arabs have not been able to
afford propaganda. The author
was probably not aware that the
Arab Information Service, which
maintains offices in New York,
Chicago, and Los Angeles, spends
at least 2 ^ million dollars annually in the United States alone
and maintains a constant barrage
of canned editorials, newspaper
articles and reprints. The Arab
Information Service has also
made a special effort to place

Another reason for free speech was pointed
out by Dr. Cantelon, Spiritual Life Series
speaker. Applying the concept of Christ as
prophet, priest and king to the contemporary
setting, Cantelon made the analogy to college.
Church and State. Christ as prophet was the
student-critic of society. Analogously, Dr. Cantelon said the college should be the studentcritic of the state and church in order to keep
them in proper perspective.
The concept of the student-critic has a double
meaning: critic and servant. As a critic the
student is part of the whole he is criticizing
and he criticizes for the purpose of making
something better. As a servant, the critic must
be willing to serve, and be commited to t h a t
which he is criticizing. • •
In discussion, especially over the foreign
films. Dr. Cantelon's concept of the student
critic might be kept in mind. Logically, ad hominmen arguments are fallacious, and in a
Christian academic community they are uncalled for.
With criticism to the argument and not to
the man, the cultural affairs and administrative
committees, which are meeting this afternoon,
might possibly come close to a good decision
on the role of foreign films for the Hope College student. If we cannot look a t the foreign
films and the ethics involved with honest criticism from different points of view, how is the
college going to ever fulfill its role of studentcritic of the church and government?

Arab speakers before every civic
luncheon group in the country.
The writer was also misinformed when she was told that the
"kibbutz" is the most frequent
type of community in Israel. On
the contrary, the kibbutz is found
mainly in frontier areas and is a
declining type of settlement. The
kibbutz itself is nothing more
than a cooperative settlement
typical of a pioneering community seeking to develop agriculture
in a desert and surrounded by
predatory enemies. I feel certain
that the original pilgrim colonies
in America bore strong resemblance to the kibbutz.
Mr. Jones is sadly misinformed
when he suggests that the Jews
in Israel are Marxists, and even
more confusing when he suggests
that the modern Israeli community resembles the Jewish community of biblical times. Certainly Marxism finds no reflection in
the Old Testament, nor does Israel, a modern nation looking back
to the Bible f o r its inspiration,
come anywhere close to being
Marxist The final suggestion
that J^ws discriminate against
Gentiles in Israel is ludicrous. It
is an unworthy accusation.
Carol Becker, '68

FRIDAY, NOV. 30
Basketball Game with Carroll
College, Zeeland High School
Gym, 8:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, DEC. 1
Co-ed Recreation Night, Carnegie Gymnasium, 8:00 p.m.
Hope College 1962 Vienna
Summer School Reunion, Dean
Vander Lugt's home, 5:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5
P & M's "Winterset", Little Theatre, 8:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, DEC. 6
"Winterset", Little Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
RIDAYy DEC. 7 ^
Discussion of Lord of the Flies.
"Winterset," Little Theatre,
8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, DEC. 8
Basketball Game with Kalamazoo, Civic Center, 8:00 p.m.
"Winterset," Little Theatre,
8:30 p.m.

Weekend

Weather
U.S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids — Temperatures will average 7-9 degrees above normal.
Normal high is 37-41; normal
low is 21-28. Some precipitation
in scattered showers is also expected over the weekend.
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Basketball Review

Sport Shorts
Kalamazoo placed eight of its
players on the 23 member 1962
All-MIAA football team. Kalamazoo took first place honors in
the MIAA this year with a perfect 5 - 0 record.
» • •
At the Artesis Invitational
Basketball Tournament in California, in which Hope College
will participate on Dec. 20-21,
Hope will compete with squads
f r o m the University of Redlands,
Westmont College and Occidental

College. Redlands and Occidental
both belong to the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
•

»

•

Hope College's basketball team
practices in three places: Carnegie Gymnasium, the Holland Armory and the Civic Center.
• • •
At the Fall Sports Banquet,
Vern Sterk was named captain
of next year's cross - country
team.

Hope Plays Carroll In Opener
nonconference opponents.

by Dave Bach
Plunging headlong into its
1962-63 basketball season, Hope
College's Flying Dutchmen will
play the first two games of the
23-game schedule this weekend.
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. the
Dutchmen will play Carroll College of Waukasha, Wis., at the
Zeeland High School gymnasium.
Tomorrow night the Hope squad
will travel to Valparaiso University f o r its second encounter.
Both are pre-season games with

Tonight's tentative starting
line-up f o r Hope is: Jim Vanderhill and Clair Van Wieren at
forward; Gary Nederveld at center; and Ron Venhuizen and
Glenn Van Wieren at guard. The
Dutchmen will face the formidable opposition from Carroll College. Carroll has been chosen as
the pre-season co-champ of its
league, the College Conference
of Illinois. When Hope played

BRIEF SUMMARY OF HOPE COLLEGE CUMULATIVE
FOOTBALL STATISTICS FOR 1962 SEASON
compiled by Tom Dykstra
Individual Rushing Leaders:

Carroll f o r the first time last
year, Hope lost 71 - 70, in the
final seconds of the game.
In Valparaiso tomorrow night,
Hope will also face strong opposition.
Last year, Valparaiso
dumped Hope, 106-81.
Rounding out Hope's 13-man
squad are Ron TeBeest, Gig Korver. Art Kramer, Curt Haaksma,
Cal Poppink, Dean Overman.
Chuck Veurink and Bill Potter.
Two Hope players from last
year's conference championship
team graduated last spring. Both
Bob Reid and Ek Buys were AllMIAA selections, Ek was voted
as the Most Valuable Player in
the league.

,

Bill Keur (HB)—396 net yds. gained
Paul Hyink (FB)—349 net yds. gained
Individual Total Offensive Leaders:
Don Mitchell (QB)—738 total net pain

m

Bill Keur (HB)—396 total net gain
Individual Punting Leader:
Bob Schantz (QB)—35.7 average per punt
Individual Forward Passing Leaders:
Don Mitchell (QB)—808 yds. gained, 12 touchdown passes
Harlan Hyink (QB)—259 yds. gained, 2 touchdown passes
Individual Pass-Receiving Leaders:

• INVOLVED FANS—Tonight is the opening of the cage season
for the Dutch and for the fans. Tonight's game is the only home
game to be played at the Zeeland Gym, but the environment of the
building should not make the spectator participation any less enthusiastic. Above are f a n s viewing one of last year's home games.

Jon Schoon (E)—627 yds. gained, 5 touchdowns received
Bill Hultgren (E)—249 yds. gained, 7 touchdowns received
Individual Scoring Leaders:
Bill Hultgren (E)—42 points
Jon Schoon (E)—38 points

De Vette Attends MIAA Gathering
Last Monday night Hope College's basketball coach, Russ DeVette, traveled to Marshall,
Mich., to attend the annual MIAA Basketball Coach's Clinic.
Win Schuler, this year's new
MIAA commissioner, presided at
the Clinic. Five MIAA coaches
took part in the lecture and demonstration program. Dean Doo-

ley of Albion College led the
topic, "Improving Individual P a s sing;" Dr. Barney Seen of Calvin
College, "Developing the Big
Man;" Wayne Hintz of Alma College, "Footwork;" Ray Steffen
of Kalamazoo College, ''Utilizing
the Screen;" Eugene Anderson of
Olivet College, "Proper Use of
the Dribble."

Schoon Named All-MIAA
Senior Jon Schoon was named
as one of Hope College's representatives to the 23 member allMIAA football team, selected by
the conference coaches. Schoon,
who comes from Valparaiso, Ind.,
was chosen as an offensive end.
He has played four years of
i i S i

passes for conversion attempts.
His season total of points scored
is 38.
This spring Schoon will be participating in track, leading the
team as captain-elect.
Senior Tom Wiegerink was the
only other Hope player to be
elected to the all-MIAA team.
Wiegerink was chosen as offensive center.
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JON SCHOON
football for the Dutch, three of
these as a regular. He led the
MIAA in pass receiving, gaining
627 yards for the season. Five
of his 31 catches went f o r touchdowns and he also caught four

Smart Hair Styles at

An Advent prayer:
"O God, Thou who art 'untamed and perilous/
who dost 'deal in every form of danger, and many
modes of death/ strip us of our pretensions and
vanities; expose to the strong his weakness, and to
the wise his folly but set in our hearts an unconquerable hope, and in Thine own way fulfill it.
Through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen."
8:00 A.M. — Holy Communion
9:30 A.M. — Corporate Worship
11:00 A.M. — Corporate Worship
At eleven o'clock the Chancel Choir will sing and Mr.
Hillegonds will preach.
The College Church School Class meets at 9:30 at the parsonage with Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra at teacher. The College
Group of the School of Christian Living meets at 7:00 in the
Parish Hall.

1962 ALL MIAA FOOTBALL
TEAM
Offense
ENDS:
John Persons—Kalamazoo
Jon Schoon—Hope
TACKLES:
Bob Phillips—Kalamazoo
Ron Mitchell—Olivet
GUARDS:
Bob Peters—Kalamazoo
Jim Dumont—Adrian
CENTERS:
Jim Wiegerink—Hope
Bill Cassidy—Olivet
BACKS:
Jim Harkema—Kalamazoo
Bryce Fauble—Adrian
Ed Lauerman—Kalamazoo
Tom Nesbitt—Olivet
Defense
LINEBACKERS:
Jim Madill—Albion
Bob Powell—Olivet
Tim Hayward—Kalamazoo
MIDDLE GUARD:
Jim Jahnke—Kalamazoo
TACKLES:
Tom Smith—Adrian
George Payne—Olivet
ENDS:
Ray Comeau—Kalamazoo
Dave Barrett—Albion
DEFENSIVE BACKS:
Dar Christiansen—Albion
Bob Porritt—Albion
Larry Melendy—Olivet

Indoor, Outdoor Entertainment
Can be Found in Holland Area

*

WE NEiED YOUR HEAD IN

»

m

by Dave Grissen

A&W ROOT BEER

%

MARGRET'S
Lakewood Shopping Plaza
on N. River Ave.
Phone 3 9 2 - 3 3 7 2
and

ARCADE

Freshman orientation, homecoming and f r a t e r n i t y rushes are
past. As the long winter season
approaches, many students seem
to think that this means nothing
to do and no place to go. This
attitude is groundless when one
sees how much Holland actually
has in the way of entertainment.
The obvious place to spend an
evening is in one of Holland's
two movie theaters, or in one of
the bowling alleys in this area.
Two roller skating rinks can be
found in the area, one located
on the east side of Zeeland, and
the other on the north side of Holland.
Until winter sets in, there exists the cold chance for beach
parties at the Holland State P a r k
or at some other location on Holland's miles of shoreline. For the
sportsmen the Ottawa County
area has some of the best hunting
in the middle west. Also tandem
bicycles, built for two, of course,
can be rented by the hour or by
the day.
When winter does finally arrive,
many people find ice skating on
one of the many rinks in Holland
an enjoyable way to spend an
evening. For the more venturesome, tobogganing is a good sport
for a date.
Goshom Hills is a favorite to-

boggan spot in this area. Located
near Saugatuck, the ice coated
runs provide thrills and chills for
the riders. Toboggans can also be
rented there for a nominal fee of
$1.25. Another favorite place to use them is on the hills of the
American Legion Country Club.
For those non-polar bears, too
timid to brave the cold waters of
Lake Michigan during the winter,
the West Ottawa pool is open to
outside students every Saturday
from seven to ten p.m. Admission
is only fifty cents.
During the winter there are
basketball games, and the Hope
College Little Theatre will be
presenting several plays.
Bob's Sport Shop located on
River Avenue between 9th and
10th Sts. rents toboggans, guns
for the hunters, and also trapthrowers. The Reliable Cycle
Shop located on River Avenue
and 11th St. leases toboggans
ice skates, ski equipment—skis,
boots, poles—tandem bicycles,
guns, and scuba equipment for
those interested in diving.
With all this equipment available and the many places in the
area where it can be used, weekends need not be dull and uninteresting. Although transportation might a t times be a problem, the facilities are there for
those who wish to use them.

BEAUTI LOUNGE

FOR YOUR EVERY DRUG STORE NEED RELY ON

7 8 8 Columbia Ave.

HANSEN'S

Phone 3 9 6 - 3 2 6 5

DRUG
"The Friendly Store"

V

STORE
Phone EX 2 - 3 1 1 6
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